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Deciphering plant immunity against parasites
A research group at University Bonn uncovers how plants detect and defeat parasitic worms.
Nematodes are a huge threat to agriculture since they parasitize important crops such as wheat,
soybean, and banana; but plants can defend themselves. Researchers at Bonn University, together
with collaborators from the Sainsbury Laboratory in Norwich, identified a protein that allows plants
to recognize a chemical signal from the worm and initiate immune responses against the invaders.
This discovery will help to develop crop plants that feature enhanced protection against this type of
parasites. The work is published in the current issue of PLoS Pathogens.
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Plant-parasitic nematodes are microscopic worms that parasitize their host plants to withdraw
water and nutrients. The feeding process seriously damages the host plant. Nematode infection
distorts root and shoot structure, compromises the plant´s ability to absorb nutrients from soil, and
eventually reduces crop yield. Yearly losses exceed ten percent in important crops such as wheat,
soybean, and banana. In addition to causing direct damage, nematode infection also provides an
opportunity for other pathogens to invade and attack the host plants.
Until now, near to nothing was known about the general innate immune response of plants against
nematodes. A team of researchers at the University of Bonn, in cooperation with scientists from the
Sainsbury Laboratory in Norwich, has now identified a gene in thale cress (Arabidopsis thaliana),
called NILR1, that helps plants sense nematodes. “The NILR1 is the genetic code for a receptor
protein that is localized to the surface of plant cells and is able to bind and recognize other
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molecules,” says Prof. Florian Grundler, chair at the Department of Molecular Phytomedicine at the
University of Bonn. “NILR1 most probably recognizes a molecule from nematodes, upon which, it
becomes activated and immune responses of plants are unleashed.”
NILR1 recognizes a broad spectrum of nematodes
Although a few receptors, so-called resistance genes, providing protection against specific types of
plant-parasitic nematodes have already been identified, NILR1 recognizes rather a broader
spectrum of nematodes. “The nice thing about NILR1 is that it seems to be conserved among
various crop plants and that it provides protection against many nematode species,” says group
leader Dr. Shahid Siddique. “The discovery of NILR1 also raises questions about the nematode
derived molecule, whose recognition is thought to be integral to this process.” Now that an
important receptor is discovered, the scientists are working to find the molecule which binds to
NILR1 to switch on the immune responses. The two first authors, PhD students at the department
share tasks in the project. Whereas Mary Wang´ombe focuses on the receptor protein and its
function, Badou Mendy concentrates on isolating the signal molecule released by the nematodes.
See more on uni-bonn.de
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